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HIS MAJESTY THE KING ON THE
INFORMATION OF THE ATTORNEY-GEN- APPELLANT

Novlô 17
E1IAL OF CANADA PLAINTIFF

AND
Marl9 THE SMITH INCUBATOR COM-

PANY AND THE BUCKEYE INCU- RESPONDENTS
BATOR COMPANY DEFENDANTS.

ON APPEAL FROM THE EXCHEQUER COURT OF CANADA

PatentValidityPrior public knowledge and prior useSubject-matter
Breadth of claims

It was held that the letters patent in question for alleged new and useful

improvements in incubators were invalid and void and they were
declared cancelled and set aside reversing judgment of Angers in

the Exchequer Court of Canada Ex C.R 105 on grounds
as follows

The subject-matter of the alleged invention and the validity in that respect

of the patent must be envisaged within the ambit of the claims

accompanying the specification As to the method claims those

relating to the method of hatching Bearing in mind that in

order to have the character of an invention in the patentable sense
it would not be sufficient for the patentees conception to consist in

the adoption of the principle of air circulation in room for the

purpose of maintaining in it uniformity of temperature which prin
ciple was not new that further step was required viz novel

method of utilizing air circulation involving degree of ingenu

ity which must have been the result of thought and experi

ment Thomson American Braided Wire Co R.P.C 518 it

was to be noticed that nowhere in the claims was there claimed

precisely as material any particular method of utilizing the air circu

lation except perhaps the statement that the current of heated air

is created by means other than variations of temperature also

that there was nothing in the claims to restrict the patent to any
particular order of arrangement of the eggs or any particular direc

tion or means of control of the current of air other than its

velocity and nothing to estop the patentee from asserting that the

claims were not restricted by such features and it followed that in

view of the operations of one Hastings and prior public use as

PRESENT Duff C.J and Rinfret Davis Kerwin and Hudson JJ
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established in evidence at Muskogee Oklahoma in 1912 the date 1937

of the alleged invention now in question carried back to 1915 the

patentees claims in question were too wide also the greater part of
HE NO

them if not all were already anticipated and precluded by Hastings SMrrH

public use INCUnATOR

The Supreme Court of the United States in Smith Snow 294 U.S
O.ETAL

dealing with the first of the method claims held it to be valid but

the record before that Court lacked evidence of Hastings and evi

dence of what his prior use had been end the record before this

Court in the present case was so widely different that different

conclusion must be reached

As to the claims relating to the apparatus Upon the evidence it was

impossible to regard the advance if any over the prior knowledge

and prior user as good and sufficient subject-matter of patent Any

difference that might exist between the structure now in question and

that of Hastings consisted only in mechanical details The apparatus

claims were defeated by Hastings prior public use they must be

regarded as invalid and void as embracing more than the patentee

could claim as new and indeed as claiming something which having

regard to Hastings prior public use did not amount to an invention

in the pertinent sense

APPEAL by the Crown from the judgment of Angers

in the Exchequer Court of Canada dismissing the

action which was brought by information filed on behalf

of the Crown by the Attorney-General of Canada to

impeach the letters patent in question which were issued

on April 18 1922 for alleged new and useful improve
ments in incubators of which letters patent the defendant

respondent The Smith Incubator Company was owner

and the defendant respondent The Buckeye Incubator

Company was licensee Angers held that the patent

was valid and dismissed the action By the judgment now

reported the appeal to this Court was allowed with costs

both in this Court and in the Exchequer Court and judg
ment was given for declaration that the letters patent in

question are invalid and void and that the same be can

celled and set aside

Gowling and Olmstead for the appellant

Biggar K.C and Smart K.C for the re

spondents

The judgment of the court was delivered by

RINFRET J.The Canadian letters patent no 217777
issued to Samuel Smith on the 18th day of April 1922

Ex C.R 105
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1937
for alleged new and useful improvements in incubators are

THE KINI impeached by the Attorney-General of Canada who alleges

SMITH
that the respondents respectively owner and licensee there

INCUBATOR under in attempting to enforce their alleged rights granted

by the said letters patent are seriously and detrimentally
Rinfret

affecting the welfare of the Canadian poultry industry

The Attorney-General is acting under 60 of the Patent

Act 1985 25-26 Geo chap 32
The information prays that the letters patent be declared

invalid and void and that the same be cancelled and set aside

In the Exchequer Court the patent was held valid

and the Attorney-General appeals from that judgment

Several grounds of impeachment set out- in the particu

lars of objection filed with the information were abandoned

at the trial In this Court the grounds upon which the

patent was sought to be impeached were

That there was no invention having regard to the

prior art and to the prior knowledge and use of similar

device in the year 1912 by one Milo Hastings at Muskogee

Oklahoma U.S.A
That the claims of the patent embraced more than

the applicant invented if he invented anything

The apparatus and method disclosed in the specification

is there stated to be

particularly designed for extensive operations wherein chamber of large

dimensions is adapted to contain thousands of eggs in separate trays

arranged in tiers and the method of heating is such that the heated air

is adapted to the eggs in various stages of incubation There is forced

circulation of hot air through the chamber which is adapted preferably

to maintain all eggs at temperatures between 1000 and 105 Fahrenheit

approximately and this improved system contemplates that fresh eggs will

be placed in horizontal plane preferably by means of trays supported

in horizontal planes and after the eggs have been subject to the circula

tion of hot air for predetermined time the air circulating largely around

the eggs they will be placed in tilted or inclined position in different

location but still subject to the same column of air and at this period of

incubation they will be tilted in different planes at regular intervals during

the time they remain in this latter position and after they have remained

for predetermined time they will be again moved to different position

with reference to the forced circulation of hot air and so placed therein

that the air will tend to keep the eggs below 105 temperature and in this

last named position the air will be forced to passbetween the different eggs

and will in effect act as cooling medium for the eggs The temperature

of circulating air should be such as will prevent the eggs in the early stage

of incubation from falling below 1000 and the speed of velocity of the

circulating air should be such as to carry the heat away from the eggs

Ex CR 105
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in the later stage of incubation and thereby hold the temperature of those 1937

eggs at 105 or slightly below that It is manifest that the temperature
THE KING

will remain practically the same throughout the column of the eggs but

the air is impelled with sufficient velocity to carry the heat away from the SMiTH

eggs which happen to be in the advanced stage of incubation INCUBATOR

detailed description of the apparatus and of its method CoErAL

of work is then given by reference to the figures and num- Rin.fretJ

bers on the accompanying drawings

The forced circulation of hot air through the chamber

is provided by means of fans or series of fans of which

it is said that they
can be so arranged and can be operated at such speed as to cause the hot

air to circulate fast enough to keep the temperature throughout the

chamber between the limits of 100 and 105

The specification then goes on
It therefore appears that the improved apparatus and method con

templates the application of hot air circulating in column with such

speed as to keep the temperature substantially uniform and so arranging

the eggs that the fresh eggs are placed at one point in the column of air

and held in horizontal plane until they reach predetermined stage of

incubation and then put at different point in the same column of air

and kept in planes inclined to the horizontal and thereafter placed at

such point in the column of air that the forced draft of air acts to hold

the eggs at uniform temperature and to prevent them from becoming

overheated and thereafter placing the eggs into final position for the

hatching operation

The specification further provides that

Any suitable thermostatic means may be employed for regulating the

temperature such for instance as thermostat commonly employed in

incubators of well known construction

There are five claims Claims and relate to the

method of hatching Claims and relate to the appa
ratus Claim is typical of the three claims relating to

the method and for our purposes it will be sufficient to

set it out in full

The method of hatching plurality of eggs by arranging them at

different levels in closed chamber having restricted openings of sufficient

capacity for the escape of foul air without undue loss of moisture and

applying current of heated air said current being created by means

other than variations of temperature and of sufficient velocity to circulate

diffuse and maintain the air throughout the chamber at substantially the

same temperature whereby the air will be vitalized the moisture con
served and the units of heat will be carried from the eggs in the more

advanced stage of incubation to those in less advanced stage for the

purpose specified

Whatever difference may exist between this claim and

claims and is not material and may be pointed out as

we proceed

The claims relating to the apparatus read as follows

In an incubator closed chamber having central corridor pro

vided with an air-distributing space in its upper portion and power-
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1937 driven fan in said space curtains at each side of said corridor arranged

to permit the air to circulate from the bottom of the chamber into
THE KING

the part of the chamber behind the curtains passageways connecting the

SMITH air distributing space with the corridor and the parts of said chamber

INCUBATOR behind the curtains separate stationary and tilting racks behind said

Co ET AL curtains egg trays having open-mesh bottoms removably mounted upon

RUIt said racks and means to heat the air circulated through said chamberire
In an incubator closed chamber with vertically disposed parti

tion to provide corridor having upper and lower passageways to said

chamber egg trays arranged at different levels in said chamber power
driven fan creating current in said corridor to circulate through said

passageways and egg trays said chamber having restricted openings of

sufficient capacity for the discharge of foul air without undue loss of

moisture and means to heat the air circulated through said chamber

Evidence including several prior patents and publica

tions was adduced for the purpose of establishing prior

knowledge and the advance of the art up to the date of

Smiths alleged invention which by mutual consent was

agreed as carrying back to the year 1915

Now it was in the fall of 1911 and the winter of 1912

that Milo Hastings installed and organized large hatchery
at Muskogee Oklahoma

Mr Hastings was heard as witness in the present case

He said he had become interested in incubation as

early as the year 1896 After graduating from college he

was employed as poultry man by the United States De
partment of Agriculture He was called upon to investi

gate the cold storage industry of eggs and chickens and

thus he became acquainted with the fact that for the

successful storage of eggs and chickens it was necessary to

have the control of humidity as well as of temperature
in cold storage chambers When working upon the cold

storage industry he noticed the use of fan circulation of air

in chamber to equalize heat and also to control humidity
It occurred to his mind that the essential problem of incu

bation upon large scale involved the same series of natural

conditions and natural laws the circulation of air the equal

distribution of heat and humidity and that if by means of

fan he could -equalize the temperature of eggs when

holding them cold the same thing could be done for an

incubator with the same large room structure and super

imposed trays He developed that conception while work

ing for the Department of Agriculture as poultry expert

during the year 1908 He described in rough and general

way what he considered his invention in -book entitled

The Dollar Hen which was copyrighted in the year
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1909 In the early winter months of 1911 he built an

incubator along the lines of his conception for Mr Walter ThE KING

Davis of Brooklyn and he operated it during the hatch-

ing season in the spring of 1911 The total capacity of this
IgcUBATOR

incubator was 6000 eggs In this incubator he used fan L_
for the circulation of air

Rat

This first attempt of Mr Hastings to reduce his concep

tion to practice need not however be developed as it is

not relied on by the Attorney-General We may pass at

once to the Muskogee plant in respect to which alone prior

user is alleged as defeating the validity of the respondents

patent

The room-sized incubator at Muskogee was erected as

already mentioned in the late fall of 1911 and the early

winter of 1912 It was operated by Hastings during the

hatching season of 1912 The construction of that hatch

ery was explained in detail by Hastings He filed three

diagrammatic drawings of the incubator which he built

and operated They show series of seven incubating

chambers all contained in single room At one side of

the chambers is corridor into which they open and from

which the eggs enter the chickens are taken out etc

panel door is set up not hinged hut buttoned in front of

each hatching chamber when the operator is not working it

An entry way leads into the corridor from which the cham

bers are worked fan or blower is provided for air cir

culation through passageway over the incubating cham
bers leading to the chamber where the heater is located

The air rising through this chamber impelled by the pres

sure from the fan or blower goes into another large open

ing at the top of the seven incubating chambers the air is

driven by the impulsion of the blower or fan down through

the incubating chambers into passageway which is merely

an opening along the floor The air is then drawn by suc

tion to the fan or blower from which the circuit is repeated

indefinitely The hatching or incubating chambers are

made to contain screen bottom trays with special millwork

slides In each chamber there is room for twenty trays

each tray has capacity of 250 eggs which gives 5000

egg capacity for the chamber or 35000 capacity for the

whole plant of seven chambers
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1937 Although seven incubating chambers are shown it was
THE KING one hatching operation all carried on in the same room

si Hastings testified that the diagrams produced by him
INCUBATOR correctly showed the hatchery actually in use and operated

ETAL
by him at Muskogee Ventilation he stated

Rinfret was definitely assured by the fact that the heater was gas flame burning
in the bottom of vertical pipe and to support its combustion must draw
in and consume steady stream of air

He made provision for controlling the moisture and
the eggs were turned as the art required in this case they were turned

by hand

Hastings admits he did not distribute the eggs in any
particular way but being skilled in the art of incubation

and being aware of the fact that the eggs in the early

stages of incubation absorb heat or they are endothermic

while in the later stages they generate heat or they are

exothermic he knew that the heat or the temperature of

the eggs was factor of conductivity from the circu

lating air He declares positively that observing that

he would naturally place his eggs as they were in the

various stages so that he did not have too many eggs in

the latter stages of incubation in one general mass In his

own words his fundamental invention had been to equal

ize the air in large hatchery by the forced draft or fan

system of circulating the air He explains the conception

of his invention was to equalize the temperature in

large room through the means adopted and used by him

Hastings hatchery was open to the public It was ex
tensively advertised and there was no attempt to keep

secret any detail of construction or operation

Of course it must be admitted that Hastings enterprise

did not meet with financial success He attributed that to

two particular factors the low cost at which the hatching

was done and the incidental expense of new and untried

venture

Be that as it may commercial success may be due to

many factors The reasons given by Hastings for the fail

ure in the present case seem plausible and the evidence

here cannot afford basis for refusing to give effect to

the conclusion necessitated by the facts Guettler

Canadian International Paper Company As observed

by Parker in Robertson Purdey

SC.R 438 1907 24 R.P.C 273 at 299
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If am satisfied that the evidence of prior user is trustworthy evi- 1937

dence am not at liberty to disregard it merely because the prior user

was not attended with any commercial success more especially if the
HE IWO

want of such success can be otherwise explained SMITH

In this case we have no reason to decide that Hastings

evidence was not trustworthy We are not unaware of the
Rf

principle that evidence of prior user should be subjected to

the closest scrutiny and that it should not be accepted with

out the greatest caution But Hastings description of his

apparatus and his story of his method of operation is cor

roborated by the witness Norman Hickox who visited the

Muskogee hatchery at the time it was in use took photo

graphs of it and wrote an article about it early in 1912

The photographs and photostatic copy of the article are

filed in the case It is reasonably evident from the descrip

tion contained in that article that Hastings conception in

the form testified to by him at the trial was reduced to

practice as he outlined it in the fall of 1911 and that his

operations at Muskogee carried out the idea of forced cir

culation of air and of staged incubation

To our mind this is definitely supported by the language

used in the brief on the appeal to the Examiners in Chief

when Hastings application for patent was filed on May
1.911 in the United States Patent Office The conception

claimed by Hastings in the course of his evidence was im
plicitly disclosed in the specification written by himself to

accompany his original application dated April 20 1911
It is expressly stated in the brief to the Board of Examiners

in Chief on appeal December 20 1912 where Hastings

developed his ideas and among other used the following

language
The problem has been to enable the incubating operations to be

carried on continuously if so desired with eggs at all stages of develop

ment and with all of vast number of eggs subjected to the same

temperature and atmospheric conditions best adapted for the development

of the embryo An incubator such as is contemplated is in sharp contrast

to the ordinary incubator in that it is designed to handle simultaneously

hundreds of thousands of eggs and therefore requires relatively large

chamber for accommodating them

The documentary evidence in the recordevidence of

writings and publications contemporaneous with Hastings
userconstitutes the most satisfactory corroboration of

Hastings testimony in this respect In fact it was believed

by the trial judge and it was accepted by him His judg
ment proceeds on the assumption that Hastings evidence
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1937 is true and he found the Smith patent validonly because

TBa KING in the view he took of the situation there was some slight

difference between Smiths conception and Hastings con-

INCTJBATO1t ception This difference the learned judge described asCOL
consisting in the manner in which the air is driven and

RinfretJ circulated through the egg chambers in the Smith incu

bator and to lesser degree in the arrangement of the

tilting racks whereby the eggs may be turned conveniently

and with considerable saving of time and labour

But of course the subject-matter of Smiths alleged in

vention and the validity in that respect of the patent in

suit must of necessity be envisaged within the ambit of the

claims accompanying the specification

There are as we have pointed out what may be called

the method claims and the apparatus claims Of the for

mer claim no has already been set out There is no

material difference between it and the other two method

claims The only change consists in substituting slightly

differently worded definition of the current of heated air
In claim no the phraseology runs thus

applying current of heated air said current being created by means

other than variations of temperature

In no
applying power driven current of heated air in an adjacent chamber

through openings into the egg chamber

In no
applying vertieaily directed current of heated air in an adjacent chamber

to circulate in said egg chamber through upper and lower openings between

said chambers

Otherwise the three claims are verbatim the same

Now as observed in the judgment appealed from the

principle of air circulation in room to maintain uni

formity of temperature is not new The invention if

any cannot consist in the adoption of this principle In

order to reveal the exercise of the inventive faculties and

thereby to bear the character of an invention in the patent

able sense Crosley Radio Corporation Canadian General

Electric Company it would not be sufficient for Smiths

conception to consist in the adoption of the principle of air

circulation in room for the purpose of maintaining in it

uniformity of temperature It would require further

step to wit novel method of utilizing air circulation in

volving degree of ingenuity which must have

S.C.R 551 at 556
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been the result of thought and experiment Lord Watson

in Thomson The American Braided Wire Co Tns Kuca

Now if the claims in the patent in suit be examined the

first characteristic therein to be noticed is that nowhere is

there claimed precisely as material any particular method --
of utilizing the air circulation except perhaps the state-

Rmfret

ment that the current of heated air is created by means

other than variations of temperature

This was pointed out and indeed insisted upon by the

Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Smith

Snow where only so much of the patent as relates

to method for incubation was involved and the only

question presented was What scope may rightly be given

to claim of the patent The opinion of the Court was

delivered by Mr Justice Stone and in the course of his

judgment the following statements occur

Moreover while the specifications and drawings show particular

arrangement of the eggs and particular direction of the current nowhere

in specifications or claim is it stated either that the direction of the

current is material or what is the equivalent that the order in which it

reaches the eggs is material

The specifications and claim both contemplate continuous

circulation of the current of heated air through the chamber which

regardless of its direction would continuously operate by repeated con
tacts with the eggs in all stages to equalize the temperature throughout

the chamber by carrying heat units from the warmer to the cooler eggs

12
Such continuous circulation of the air at constant tempera

ture lower than that of the more advanced eggs and higher than that of

the less advanced tends to produce the equalization of the temperature

of the eggs by flow of heat units from the warmer eggs to the cooler

regardless of the direction of the current in the circuit and regardless of

the particular stage of the eggs which it reaches first

It is evident that claim does not prescribe that the current of air

shall be propelled by any particular means except that it shall be by

means other than variation of temperature nor does it prescribe that

the means of propulsion shall be given any particular location or that

the current of air shall be guided by any particular means or given any

particular direction 13

In the judgment these statements in regard to claim

are subsequently qualified by pointing out that the other

claims of the patent N.B Meaning no doubt no of

the apparatus claims speak in particular of power
driven fan and of curtains arranged to permit the air to

circulate from the bottom of the chamber into the part of

1889 R.P.C 618 Jan 1935 294 U.S.R
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1937 the chamber behind the curtains but that refers only to

TEE KING the structure of the apparatus The arrangement so it is

SMITE claimed is only to permit the air to circulate from the

INCUBATOR bottom Nowhere is it prescribed as an essential integer
Co ETAL

of the claimed invention that the eggs should be placed in

Rinfret
any particular order in the incubator or that the pro

pelled current should reach them in any particular order

14
The conclusion of the United States Supreme Court on

that feature of the case was that there was nothing in

claim

to restrict the patent to any particular order of arrangement of the eggs

or any particular direction or means of control of the current of air

other than its velocity and nothing to estop the patentee from asserting

that the claim is not restricted by such features 16

This conclusion with which we agree is in our view

decisive in respect to the main ground upon which the

learned trial judge based the validity of the respondents

patent for what was said of claim by the United States

Supreme Court is also true of the other claims and it

follows that having regard to Milo Hastings operations

and prior public use in Muskogee as established in the

present case Smiths claims in the patent in suit are ob

viously too wide

In Smith Snow claim no was held valid by the

Supreme Court of the United States but it was distinctly

stated that it was upheld on the ground that Smith was

the first to apply mechanically circulated currents of air

to eggs arranged in staged incuba

tion It was said that he had thus solved the major

problem of artificial incubation by replacing the old

type of incubator with eggs arranged at single level all

in single stage of incubation But it was also stated

that the question whether it was invention not

seriously disputed here and that the method employed

in the Smith type of incubator was novel and revolutionary

in the industry not challenged

This was as between Samuel Smith and Snow

in the particular case presented to the Supreme Court of

the United States In that case Hastings was not wit

ness nor was there any evidence of what his prior use had

been The judgments of the Supreme Court of the United

1935 294 U.S.R
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States carry the greatest weight and are entitled to the

greatest respect But because the record now before us is THE KING

so widely different from the record in Smith Snow
SMITH

we feel that the conclusion reached by us must also be INCUBATOR

different Indeed and more particularly in view of the
Co.ETAL

opinion delivered by Mr Justice Stone on behalf of the Rinfret

Court we are led to believe that had the prior public use

of the patented method and knowledge thereof by Mb

Hastings been adduced in evidence in the Snow case the

result would have been different

We may add that our view in that respect is shared by

the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second

Circuit in Smith Hall which is the most recent

judgment on the questions at issue and where it is stated

This is the first time the prior uses at the Davis Place and at

Muskogee have been so fully presented and substantiated

On the record now before the court it is impossible to agree that

Smiths discovery was not known or used by others in this country

before his invention or discovery thereof

What was said of the situation in the United States in

the latter judgment equally applies to Canada as the law

stood at the time when the disputed patent was issued

What are after all the essential features of the inven

tion contended for by Smith as he has himself expressed

them in his claims

method of hatching plurality of eggs

By arranging them at different levels

In closed chamber

The chamber having restricted openings of sufficient

capacity for the escape of foul air without undue loss of

moisture and

Applying current of heated air

Said current being created by means other than

variations of temperature orclaim power driven in

an adjacent chamber through openings into the egg cham

ber orclaim being vertically directed in an adja

cent chamber to circulate in the egg chamber through upper

and lower openings between said chambers

The current of air being of sufficient velocity to cir

culate diffuse and maintain the air throughout the chamber

with substantially the same temperature

1935 294 U.S.R 1938 83 Federal Reports

2nd Series 217

384032
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1937 Whereby the air will be vitalized i.e process of

ThE KING ventilation

The moisture conserved

CUBATOR 10 And the units of heat will be carried from the eggs

in the more advanced stages of incubation to those in

Rinfretj
less advanced stage for the purpose specified

We have the large capacity the eggs at different levels

in closed chamber the circulation of air created by means

other than variation of temperature the fan or the blower
the ventilation the moisture and the staged incubation

all present in Hastings prior use and venture and all read

ing into the claims as they were expressed and made by
Smith We are not asking ourselves for the present whether

there were divergences between Hastings public use and

practice and rnith actual method We are taking Smiths

method as he has claimed it and we are forced to the con

clusion that undoubtedly as expressed the claims are too

wide and the greater part of them if not all was already

anticipated and precluded by Hastings public use

So far as the apparatus claims are concerned it is doubt

ful if standing alone and independently of the prior knowl

edge and prior user they would have been regarded as

sufficient in themselves to support grant of letters patent

But we would say that upon the evidence in this case we

do not find it possible to declare that the advance if any

can be regarded as good and sufficient subject-matter of

patent The closed chamber the corridor provided with air

distributing space in its upper portion the power driven

fan the partition between the air distributing spaces and

the egg chambers the passageways the egg trays with mesh

bottoms removably mounted upon racks and means to heat

the air circulating through the adjacent chamber were all

present in Hastings user and method No particular claim

is made by Smith for the arrangement of the tilting

racks which the learned trial judge found subject-matter

to lesser degree than the main point concerning the

method of utilizing the air driven and circulated through

the egg chambers in the Smith incubator

Any difference that might exist between the Smith struc

ture and the Hastings structure consists only in mechanical

details So far so that it would seem to us that had

Hastings been successful in securing patent for his struc-
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ture as described in the evidence in this case claims and 1937

of Smiths patent would be regarded as infringements THE KING

And of course the reverse conclusion follows that Smiths
SMITH

claims and coming as they do several years after it INCUBATOR

are defeated by Hastings prior public use
Co.ETL

fortiori claims nos and ought to be regarded as

invalid and void as embracing more than Smith could claim

as new and indeed as claiming something which having

regard to the prior public use of Hastings did not amount

to an invention in the pertinent sense

The appeal must therefore be allowed with costs both

here and in the Exchequer Court of Canada The informa

tion of the AttorneyGeneral of Canada shall be maintained

and there wifi be declaration that the letters patent no
217777 issued to Samuel Smith on the 18th day of

April 1922 are invalid and void and that the same are

cancelled and set aside

Appeal allowed with costs

Solicitor for the appellant Gowling

Solicitors for the respondents Smart Biggar


